BADMINTON RULES

All intramural participants are responsible for their own medical expenses. Any student unsure of his/her physical condition should check with his/her family physician or the University's Health Center before participating in intramurals.

All players are asked to wear a non-marking shoe.

1. General Rules
1.1 Volley for serve, then alternate from then out.
1.2 If your score is an even number, you must serve from the right. If your score is odd, you serve from the left.
1.3 A game is fifteen (15) points.
1.4 Best out of three games constitutes a match.
1.5 You can only score when serving.

2. Type of Tournament
   The tournament is a single elimination tournament. Winners keep playing until they lose or become champion.

3. Obstruction
   Birdies hitting overhanging ropes or lights etc. will be played over unless it is obvious that shot would not have gone into a legal area.

4. Officiating
   The players themselves are responsible for officiating their own match. The receiver should make calls on good or bad serves. Line on courts are considered good (in play) on serve and during games.